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THE MOTHERS INTERFERE
Blake Lee Pate

O grownup stunning young ExoGirl:
Do you devour today?
All of us, the mothers, ask you.
We thought you were twenty.
How can you be so twenty?

Blake Lee Pate grew up in New Orleans and lives in Austin. She received her MFA from the
New Writer's Project at UTAustin and is CoEditor of Smoking Glue Gun. In the past she has
served as a board member and Marketing Director of Bat City Review, as well as Editorin
Chief of delta journal. Her poems can be found in Glittermob, H_NGM_N, Forklift, Ohio, Black
Warrior Review, New Delta Review, and elsewhere.

CONVENIENT DEITIES
Holly Day

The god of the bus stop tells me it’s going to rain today, reminds me
that I have an umbrella under my desk at work, reminds me
that I’m trying to quit smoking. In the days before
the bus stop god moved in and chased away the other riders
the occasional sleeping bum, I used to smoke
a half a pack a day, but I don’t anymore.
The god of my office has already set my umbrella out for me, apparently tipped off
by the god of the bus stop, or perhaps some random weather god
I haven’t met yet, has already removed the spare change from my desk drawer
so that I won’t be tempted to go buy a couple of cigarettes
from the smokers in the warehouse during my lunch break. I have
just enough money in my pocket for the bus ride home, and I thank the bus stop god
for leaving me with that.
At home, the god of my apartment
lets me know how many times the electricity flickered on and off
due to faulty wiring that my landlord really should fix
and how many times he saved my apartment from filling with gas
from my stove’s extinguished pilot light, lets me know
my cats are safe with him in my home, that
I need to do my laundry soon.

Holly Day was born in Hereford, Texas, “The Town Without a Toothache.” She and her family
currently live in Minneapolis, Minnesota, where she teaches writing classes at the Loft Literary
Center. Her published books include the nonfiction books Music Theory for Dummies, Music
Composition for Dummies, Guitar AllinOne for Dummies, Piano AllinOne for Dummies, A
Brief History of Nordeast Minneapolis; the poetry books LateNight Reading for Hardworking
Construction Men (The Moon Publishing) and The Smell of Snow (ELJ Publications); and a
novel, The Book Of (Damnation Books). Her needlepoints and beadwork have recently appeared
on the covers of The Grey Sparrow Journal, QWERTY Magazine, and Kiki Magazine.

GREATOUTDOORS
Caitlin Corrigan

On Tuesday morning, Eleanor stops me before I get to my cubicle.
She sends me to Mr. Li’s office on the thirtyninth floor of the compound.
He’s standing at the picture window with his back to me. “Take a
seat, Natalie. I’m not going to keep you very long.” He turns and keys a
code into his workscreen and projects the display onto the surface of his
white desk. “You recognize this?”
It’s the last shoot I styled before my transfer, a GreatOutdoors
theme with multiple tieins for the SouthwestSierra and Coleman
accounts. I watch the video play across his desk. The camera pans wide
to show the red rubber SafeTee Kayaks beached on the lake shore, the
real smoke curling up from the BROasterRoasterOutdoorGrill.
Mr. Li taps at his workscreen. “There.” He taps again and zooms
in. I see a square of blue water and my own arm raised above the surface
of the lake, poised to splash down.
“It was a Level 3 infraction and it was documented—obviously—
and processed by my immediate supervisor.” Eleanor would fire me
outright if she knew I was up here talking back to Mr. Li, but he doesn’t
seem bothered. It’s like he hasn’t even heard me. “I was transferred to in
house manipulation months ago.”
He taps his screen again and displays another shot: my forearm
deep in a pile of ripe tomatoes at the EarthLuvversGreenMarket shoot.
I’d fit a dozen in my bag that day, and my mother used our entire quota
of gas for the week to boil and preserve them in a leftover AquaNeutra
bottle.
I say nothing. “It’s curious,” says Mr. Li. “Why steal unprocessed
nutrients?” He looks up from the projected image and catches my eye for
the first time. He holds my gaze while he taps the projected image away.
Up this close, Mr. Li’s eyes are speckled hazel, yellow on green on
brown. I stare into his eyes and feel my breath pulse in my chest.
Mr. Li looks away and taps again at his screen. “I called you here
about an opportunity, a way to make use of some of those untapped and
previously undisclosed skill modules.” He passes his gaze over my face
and turns his mouth into a little smile. “I’m not interested in pursuing
punitive measures, but we do have a few things to address.”
“Eleanor, Ms. Stiles, I mean—”
“—recommended you directly for this potential placement, yes.
Please review and check the options below.” Mr. Li taps his screen and
projects columns of skill modules onto the desk.
My eyes snag on the first category: Kinetic Ability. Before my

father died, he taught me to operate the ancient stickshift sedan. My
mother covered bicycle lessons, and the three of us all practiced
swimming in the University pool before my parents lost their faculty
jobs. We kept at it in the pond on our property nearly every day until
Dad got too sick to go outside.
“Here,” Mr. Li says, swiveling his workscreen so I can see the
display. It’s my login screen: the small, unsmiling photo, the list of
available LivingSolutions orders in my queue, the summary of my skills
and assets in small type at the bottom of the page. “Just select one of the
skills listed and see what happens to your interface.”
I press my fingertip onto a checkbox. Nektonic Competence
(Swimming). My login screen recalculates and the background turns
from the pale yellow given to all Unassigneds to a deeper shade of gold.
“Hm,” Mr. Li says. “Another.”
I hesitate my hand over the projection, then quickly check off the
rest of the boxes in Kinetics and more than half of the Unassisted Self
Care column. Nutrient Processing (Cooking). (Hunting). (Gardening). I
check off all the skills under Archaic Technologies and sneak a look at
Mr. Li’s face when the box for Firearms (Rifle) lights up. My cheeks flush
and I realize that I’m showing off. I watch my login screen refresh and
compute, the screen changing from yellow to green, then black, then the
deep purple shade I’ve only seen on the screen in Eleanor’s office. I place
my hands in my lap and look at Mr. Li.
He looks from the completed inventory to his workscreen. “The
results appear to be what I’d predicted.” Mr. Li holds out his hand.
“You’ve qualified for a Provisional Assignment as a TotSol Pretender.”
“Provisional?”
His grip is firm and he squeezes my fingers before letting go.
“Pending verifiable competence in the field. If all goes well, you’ll receive
the commensurate salary and housing adjustments this evening. Ms.
Stiles will accompany you to document your work.”
“Today? Now?”
“Natalie.” Mr. Li swipes his hand across his screen, cutting off the
projection on the desk. He leans in, cocking his head to the side. “As I see
it, you’ve wasted months of earning potential already. Why waste your
skills as an Unassigned? Especially with a dependent elder in your care.
Why not disclose?”
I remember the look on Mom’s face when I told her I’d taken the
TotSol job. I told her it didn’t matter, that I’d only be doing the basic
stuff, like setting up shoots and pasting together images of Products and
Users, the kind of thing anyone could do. It would get us a safe place to
live and steady access to clean water and NutriSupplements. She shook
her head and said that she’d overestimated me.

I shrug. “When do we leave?”
Mr. Li sighs. “Reticence is actually a good skill for a Pretender.”
He consults his handheld. “Report to your housing unit and prepare basic
supplies for two days. Ms. Stiles will brief you on the details in
transport.”
I stand to go, eyeing the fruit displayed near the door.
Mr. Li walks me to the door, then plucks a large green pear from
the marble bowl. He draws the fruit to his nose and inhales.
My mouth tingles. “This is an honor,” I say. “A real opportunity,
sir.”
He clucks his tongue and drops the fruit into my hands. “Not bad,”
he says. “You almost sounded sincere.”
I shake out a twoday portion of NutriSupplements and twist them
into a handkerchief. “I’m leaving for a couple of days.”
My mother watches me pack from her bunk.
I roll two TotSol jumpsuits into a tight bundle. I grab the
pocketknife from beneath my mattress and stuff it deep into a small
canvas bag, then reach further under the mattress for my father’s
notebook. It’s small enough to fit; he wrote in cramped code to keep his
ideas portable if we had to move quickly. I realize again how much he
knew about how things would change.
I slide down and reach for my mother beneath the gloom of
blankets. I take her slender arms in my hands and pull her towards me.
She refuses to take the NutriSupplements, says that we can’t be sure
what kind of drugs TotSol is blending with the minerals and proteins. I
steal small; little bits of real food from the shelves in Eleanor’s office,
Products from the photoshoots. My mother planted a window garden of
bean sprouts when we first moved to the compound, but got too paranoid
that we’d be caught and flushed everything down the SaniTube.
She struggles, but I manage to slip a NutriSupplement into her
mouth and clamp her jaw shut until I feel the muscles in her throat
contract. “I’m sorry,” I whisper. “Here.” I hand her the pear. “When I
come back we’ll get to move to a bigger room,” I say. “And food. No more
pills, I promise.”
She glares at the fruit, turning it over in her hands. “What did you
tell them?”
“We can’t keep living like this. It’s fine. It’s going to be better this
way.”
“What did you tell them you would do?”
I pull myself out of the bunk and grab my bag. “I’ll be back soon.”
Our intercom buzzes with the sound of Eleanor’s voice telling me to
report to the transport hub. I slide open the door, then lock my mother
inside.

*

*

*

We travel in a black van. Eleanor sits beside me in a pair of
glasses tinted even darker than the windows, tapping at something on
her handheld. I’ve never seen the driver before, but I recognize Xavi, one
of the upperlevel set dressers from the Product shoots. He ignores me
and rummages through a bag of fabric samples. I’m not sure what I
should be doing, so I squint out the windows, trying to see.
“Don’t bother,” Eleanor says. It’s the first time she’s spoken since I
got into the van. “There’s nothing out there worth looking at. We’ll be in
the mountains soon enough.” She reaches into a leather case and pulls
out a slender folder full of papers. “Li said your inventory was in the
uppermost percentile, so this shouldn’t be a problem for you, right?”
I take the papers. “I was expecting a digital file, but yeah, analog
is fine.”
Eleanor smirks and traces a fingertip beneath the full curve of her
glossy, blackberry lips. “From Unassigned to Pretender. That’s quite a
jump. You’re what, twenty?”
“Twentytwo.”
“Hm.” Eleanor removes her glasses. “Let me guess. Paranoid
conspiracy type?” She smirks again. “I knew something was off about you
from the beginning, even before that swimming stunt at the shoot.”
“It was hot out. I didn’t think anyone would see.”
“That set was shot from more than a thousand angles. That
GreatOutdoors stuff is trending hard, and you knew it. You wanted to
get caught.”
“Then why did you recommend me?”
She shrugs. “If your assignment gets confirmed, Li says I’ll get a
bonus from regional.”
I look down at the papers. “So what exactly do I have to do?”
Xavi raises his eyebrows, shifting in his seat. Eleanor replaces her
glasses and launches into what sounds like a recitation. “One of TotSol’s
more visible missions is to pair Products and Users in manipulated
images that are easily shared across social networking platforms, thus
increasing the perceived value of both Products and Users in a mutually
beneficial exchange—”
“I know all that, I’m asking—”
“But TotSol’s diversified services also include pairings of highly
skilled individuals with Premium clients in realworld scenarios formerly
unavailable due to environmental and social restraints.” She taps the
folder on my lap. “In other words, you’ll be employing those doomsday
survival skills by acting in some rich person’s fantasy land. It can get
weird.”
“But what’s the tiein? What’s the Product link?”
“There usually isn’t one. We set up the scene using industry

professionals, like Xavier here, and then we shoot it or don’t shoot it,
depending on whether they want to document the experience or not.
Usually not.”
I look over at Xavi but he keeps his eyes down, folding and twisting
a small swatch of thick blue material that looks both rubberized and
metallic. I open the folder on my lap and see a black and white
photograph of a blandlooking white guy in his midfifties. He stares
straight at the camera and doesn’t smile, like he’s posing for an employee
badge. There’s no name on the papers, just an ID number: #33748Z1.
53 years old, 192 pounds, just shy of six feet tall. #33748Z1 has
estimated that the job will take anywhere from two hours to three days.
From what I can gather, we’re supposed to be supplying some sort of big
game fish. I imagine that Eleanor’s got the tank in the back, or maybe
there’s a separate vehicle meeting us there. Marlins, probably. I wonder
if I’ll have to clean the thing for him, or just show him how to hold it up,
set the scene to make it look like he’s actually caught it. Like gardening
and hunting, the licensing fees for fishing weren’t something a regular
person could purchase anymore. That, and the ban on bodies of water not
treated by AquaNeutraSol, made folks stop swimming, fishing, or even
wading more than ten years ago. We knew the risk of swimming in the
pond on our property. I wonder sometimes if that was what did it, what
made Dad sick.
We arrive hours later at the wall outside of #33748Z1’s property. I
only assume there’s a wall; I can’t see anything but darkness when I look
out the window. Our driver speaks into an intercom and I hear him use
the full name of the company, TotalSolutions. No one calls it that, not
Eleanor, not Mr. Li, and not the Users who send their family portraits
and bank account information over our SoSecure interface. I rarely write
a note when I send back the finished image of the family reclining cozy on
the latest midlevel SlothFam or DenDenizenz furniture set. When I do, I
sign it, “Natalie, TotSol Imaging Technician.”
Somewhere ahead, a pair of heavy gates slide open and the van
inches forward. Eleanor stirs beside me, gathering her briefcase into her
arms. We drive in silence for another slow mile.
After a few minutes, I see light beginning to filter through the dark
of the tinted window. I press my forehead to the glass and the light grows
brighter. “Is it morning already?” I turn to Eleanor.
She’s backlit by the light coming through her window; a white halo
glows around her dark brown skin and black blazer. Her ghostly
silhouette shakes its head. “No, but Premium clients don’t always follow
the time zones of their localities. If this guy wants it to be morning, then

morning it shall be.”
I reach for my bag and the van stops suddenly. “Is this…?”
Eleanor nods. “Good luck.” Behind her, the van door slides open.
“Just remember, it gets easier after the first time.”
The house looms above us, three stories of brick and tall glass
windows, the circular room at the top rising to a pointed roof. It looks like
something out of a picture book from when I was a kid, even down to the
low, white fence and the spiky field of freshly cut grass. A man in crisp
khakis stands in front of the large front door. He walks towards us across
the floodlit lawn, and I can make out the bulge of a small handgun
holster strapped to his right side. Xavi and Eleanor trail back, flanking
me.
The man approaches and introduces himself as Smith. He holds
out his hand. “Welcome,” says Smith. His palm is soft and warm, despite
the coolness of the night. “I’ll show you to your lodgings and then we’ll get
started right away.”
He leads us to a small outbuilding behind the main house. “You’ll
find some basic supplies here. Coffee, eggs from our coop, some fruit and
a loaf of bread. Our kitchen staff will prepare a meal for you while I take
you down to the site.”
I nod and work to keep my face neutral. There’s a wooden bowl of
apples and bananas beside a loaf of brown bread wrapped in a linen
towel. My mouth begins to water and I realize that I skipped my evening
NutriSupplement during transport.
Eleanor raises her eyebrows slightly, inclines her head towards our
host.
I feel like I should say something. “The site,” I repeat. “Yes, let’s go
ahead and start setting up. Will we be using a natural or artificial body of
water?”
Smith turns and appraises me. “Natural, as usual. It was treated
within the month. We’ll forward the documentation to your employer.”
Eleanor runs a hand over her short, tight curls. “That won’t be
necessary. We’re pleased to do business here once again and we trust that
all the appropriate safety protocols are being observed.”
Again? Meaning she’s been here before?
Smith tells us to stow our things in the closets. I hesitate before
settling my bag on one of the broad cedar shelves. I feel inside for my
pocketknife, but then Eleanor comes up behind me and I pull out the
folder instead.
“Just leave it,” she says.
“Why didn’t you tell me you’d been here before?” I whisper.
“Calm down.” She prods me into the main room of the small house.
“It’s easier the first time if you go in without a lot of premeditation. But

yeah, he’s a repeat client. It should be easy enough if you stay cool. Come
on.”
I follow Smith along an artificially lit path through the pines. Xavi
follows me and Eleanor brings up the rear. My parents had pines on our
property, and oaks and elms and a small citrus grove, too. When I was
little, they taught me how to irrigate the field and the orchard with
rainwater we’d collected in the tarps out back. I thought then that this
was how everyone lived, working outdoors and smelling sap and eating
small, hardy vegetables from the earth. I wonder about #33748Z1, if he’ll
be someone like my father, a former University guy. Instead of hiding
like they did, maybe he turned corporate and earned enough to keep his
land.
Smith stops and I see that we’ve reached a small, sandy beach
overlooking a sheltered cove of flat, shallowlooking water. A dozen or so
yards from shore, a man stands up to his waist in water. He’s turned
away from us, the water around his thick body calm as a plane of glass,
his pale back lit up by hidden light.
#33748Z1.
The man’s arms fan out at his sides and his palms pat the water
lightly, as if to soothe some unseen agitation. Even from this distance, I
recognize the slack curves of his bulky shoulders. This is a man fed on
meat and milk, on fresh fruit and the yellow yolks of eggs. His skin
seems to grow whiter as I take him in: pale, spoiled thing. He starts to
move, turning around in a slow revolution to face our group at the shore.
His eyes seek out mine, dark and deep set in his sallow, smiling
face. He looks like no one, like anyone. I meet his eye.
The first time I went fishing with my father, I was struck by the
muscled thrash of our catch, the way the violence of their scaly bodies
contrasted with their cold, wet eyes.
#33748Z1 stays still, calm. The thrashing is all in his eyes, flicking
across my body and face like he is measuring every part of me.
My tongue prickles, remembering the salty give of fish between my
teeth.
“Well,” says Smith. “I’ll let you get started. Breakfast will be ready
in an hour.”
I feel Xavi come up behind me and gather my hair away from my
neck. He pulls it taut and twists it into a knot, then stretches a silicone
cap over my skull. “That AquaNeutra stuff can be a bitch on long hair,”
he murmurs.
My skull feels tight, my ears dulled to the gentle sounds of the
water on the sand. “Eleanor?” My voice sounds far off and small beside
the motionless spread of water and trees. “Where’s the fish? Weren’t we
supposed to bring fish?”

In the water, #33748Z1 extends his pale arms. He cups his hands
and raises them, letting the water dribble down and splash the surface.
His face is immobile, smiling. He curves his arms like he’s waiting for my
embrace, like two fleshy hooks pointed straight at my heart.
Behind me, I hear the sound of something rustling, and then the
two of them are pulling the zippers on either side of my jumpsuit,
skinning me to my underthings. Xavi’s hands pin my elbows behind my
back, and Eleanor darts around my middle, snipping the fabric away
with a short, sharp blade. I cry out, but my mouth is suddenly filled: a
heavy rubber tube spreads my lips wide. I shudder, naked in the cool air,
but then I am suddenly clothed again, my arms bound down, my ankles
pressed tight against one another beneath a sheath of shimmery blue,
supple rubber: scales.
Eleanor pushes at my back, her fingers insistent. I take tiny,
bound steps, my bare feet sinking into the slurry of sand. Eleanor is close
enough that I feel her breath on my earlobe. Xavi murmurs, runs an
appraising hand over the curve of my spine before I stumble, then flop
into the water.
My cheek hits the shallow surface and I gasp. I feel the sensation
of air entering the unseen channels beneath my scales, buoying me up. I
remember what my father taught me. I turn my face to the side and try
to breathe through my tube. I struggle in my scales and feel rage pulse
through my body. I push with my hands and the thick, floating material
pushes back. I gnash my teeth and water drips down my throat, brackish
with tears.
I flip onto my back and catch sight of my tail shimmering beneath
the lights. Somewhere close by, a camera clicks on and off. I turn my face
back and forth, gasping as the shore falls away beneath me. The water
rises up and I writhe against it, swimming further and further away
from shore, swimming towards the only relief I can see: those pale, those
waiting arms.

Caitlin Corrigan earned her MFA from Rutgers–Newark in 2014 and her fiction has appeared
or is forthcoming in SmokeLong Quarterly, The Los Angeles Review, the Tin House “Flash
Fridays” feature, and elsewhere. She currently lives in Portland, Maine and works as a
caseworker for homeless youth. Reach her and read more at www.caitlincorrigan.com.

VOICES
Chelsea Bayouth

Ghosts bob coolly, misted balloons of the forest.
I came the way they said. Through the trap door in the ruby fields.
Touched nothing at the dripping candled feast of pork fats and gleaming
apples. I was good. I wore white and brought baby teeth and hollowed
turnips, raw and cold as mud. They said they’d be here. Noises echo.
Little twigs and crawlies. Is he here? Oh, holy, is he here? I can’t help but
bounce my legs. I am cold. Excited.
What hissing trees, what fog,
what growl that set my flesh to rolling?
The dimensional membrane thin as whispers...
Yes, I am here, take me, take me.

Chelsea Bayouth is a prolific writer and artist from sunny Los Angeles. She graduated
CalArts in 2008 with a Bachelors Degree in Fine Art and shows her work consistently in
galleries around LA. She is an artist of many mediums, but papier mâché sculptures and
figurative watercolors make up the breadth of her work. She published a poetry book in
February 2014 titled Beaus & Eros, which centers around her experience as a human animal
and tackles the dark, existential questions we all are inherently asking. She is the host and
curator of the Los Feliz performance salon, Foxhole, and has poetry and short stories published
with Literary Orphans and The Legendary. She is currently writing her first novel. More of her
work and what she’s about can be found on her website, www.chelseabayouth.com.

BROADCAST VIA THE NETWORK
Blake Lee Pate

[PUMP]
O RED GUT

GIRL,

HOOKED UP

& BODY

WE'LL PROCESS NO PANGS

WHAT'S YOURS IS OURS

NEW:

OVER A FRESH SKELETAL

& WHAT'S OURS

IS EXO,

CONNECTION.

EVEN IF THE NETWORK

CONNECTION IS SOSO.

& YOU BLOOM TOO.

WE BLOOM BLOOM

& CURTSY

TO EXOGIRL.

CUT

THE FLAPPY WHO MADE YOU

A CURL
FERTILE,

GAL.

Blake Lee Pate grew up in New Orleans and lives in Austin. She received her MFA from the
New Writer's Project at UTAustin and is CoEditor of Smoking Glue Gun. In the past she has
served as a board member and Marketing Director of Bat City Review, as well as Editorin
Chief of delta journal. Her poems can be found in Glittermob, H_NGM_N, Forklift, Ohio, Black
Warrior Review, New Delta Review, and elsewhere.

ME AND BIRDIE
Alina Stefanescu
June 5
Dean brought me a birdie today.
"I thought you might like it, seeing as you have a nice badminton
racquet and all."
I thanked from the bottom tundra of my heart.
"That's a real nice racquet you got there," Dean said, shifting, as if
the thought moved from one side of his brain to the other, his happy corpus
collosum.
I thanked him from the hippomost layer of my spirit for having
noticed.
Then Dean’s wife, Topsy, waved from the car and told Dean yabba
yabba late dabba party doo.
“I need to go now,” said Dean.
I thanked him from the tinderbough strata of my solar sphere for
dropping by.

June 15
I stared at the birdie for twentythree minutes this morning before
finally agreeing to give it a bath.
Afterward, I laid the birdie on a yellow hand towel near the fireplace
to keep it from catching cold.

June 16
The birdie proved its loyalty to me and perhaps to Dean by not
melting, though if I were in Dean’s shoes I’d demand more direct evidence
before drawing any longterm conclusions.
I’ve never looked at Dean’s shoes before, but his car is spotless,
impeccable, like the fresh face of an ice sculpture at Sunday brunch.
I considered putting birdie in my coat pocket and bringing her to
Sunday brunch at the club to see the city’s finest careen and covet, taking
their agonies out on fruit salad. Being picky about which slice of prosciutto
they find on their melon thereby revealing the profusion of their passive
aggressive inclinations.

June 30
Birdie has become very dear to me. Physical proximity and its
ensuing familiarity lead me to feel I know things about her hidden from the
rest of the world including the universe.
When she stands under the glass lamp, her beautiful red head
summoning the sky, I find myself ravaged by the splendid circumference of
her white netted gown as if she might for all eternity embalm a sunset.

July 3
I am certain that Birdie spoke to me today, her voice so hushed it
was as if a sparrow’s underwing fluttered against my ear.
From her words––that is, a string of numbers impeccably launched
as a stream slyphlike and sweet as a soliloquy––I feel that she wants to
draw closer.
Tonight, I plan to bathe with her in the clawfooted tub. My instinct
tells me Birdie will be a bubble to behold. I have reason to believe she will
float.

July 14
It is Bastille Day.
More importantly, it is the day I finally assembled the meaning of
Birdie’s words. The stream of numbers issued by her divine rosy lips were a
Fibonacci sequence possibly intended to counter the law of plastics.
It broke my heart to discover Birdie has suicidal impulses––that she
might provide me with the secret code to her own undoing.
Plastic and rubber is too meagre for Birdie. I can’t bear the subtle
carbon she holds within.
July 22
It might be Bastille Day. Topsy rolled down her window while I
procured my daily mail and yelled something loud and rancid. I have never
heard her say anything that wasn’t rancid. However, she seemed to be
wishing me a happy Bastille Day.
No one in my family is French.

Dean invited himself over to play badminton this weekend.
I convulsed within every fluid ounce of my spleen. Told him it
sounded amazing––almost impossible––his proposition seeing as how it
might be unpatriotic to play a senseless lawn game so close to Bastille Day
and all.
Dean chuckled, called me a “funny old crow.”
There is nothing more demeaning than wishing one’s self suddenly
dead.

July 25
I could not believe it when Dean strolled up my driveway this
morning with a badminton racket in his hand.
“Let’s bat a few birds back and forth,” he said.
I refused with all the atomic power of a particle accelerator located
within a nuclear submarine factory.
“Oh come on. Where’s the birdie I gave you? Isn’t that a birdie in your
pocket?”
Dean’s irrepressible cruelty is matched only by that of his filthy wife.
I tried to explain that Birdie was not a badminton birdie anymore––that
she had developed into an exquisite hostess, a poetess of small vowels, a
force to be honored and nurtured––but Dean noticed Mr. Schultz’s teenage
daughter, Harriet, crossing the street in her softball shorts. Quickly, Dean
excused himself, saying he had other plans.
As he scurried down the sidewalk, I removed Birdie from my pocket
and whispered sweet soothing nothings into her audubon skin. When Dean
turned back around to yell something rancid at me, it’s as if the entire
street shriveled up, leaving only Birdie and me. Me and Birdie in the
Saturday’s sunlight. Birdie and me profiled in the Saturday’s early
shadows. Love is what’s left when you surrender the racket.

Alina Stefanescu was born in Romania, raised in Alabama, and reared by the loveghost of
Tom Waits and Hannah Arendt. Her homeland is a speculative fiction. She lives in Tuscaloosa
with her partner and and three children. Her short story, "MotherInLaw Collection," was a
finalist in the 2015 Fiction Southeast Editor's Prize. Other syllables are forthcoming in Tower
Journal, Cider Press Review, Lockjaw, PoemMemoirStory, and Kindred Magazine, among
others. More online at http://alina_stefanescu.typepad.com/writing/.
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Blake Lee Pate grew up in New Orleans and lives in Austin. She received her MFA from the
New Writer's Project at UTAustin and is CoEditor of Smoking Glue Gun. In the past she has
served as a board member and Marketing Director of Bat City Review, as well as Editorin
Chief of delta journal. Her poems can be found in Glittermob, H_NGM_N, Forklift, Ohio, Black
Warrior Review, New Delta Review, and elsewhere.

INTERVIEW: LAURA MADELINE WISEMAN
Sally Deskins
Laura Madeline Wiseman, an
Iowa native who teaches at the
University of NebraskaLincoln,
presents her fourth fulllength
book of poetry with American
Galactic (2014, Martian Lit).
Though similarly culturally
poignant, her previous works
explore more directly the female
experience, history and the body.
In Queen of the Platform, she wrote
about the suffragist, lecturer, and
poet Matilda Fletcher.

In Spindrift, she explored mermaids. In Some Fatal Effects of Curiosity and
Disobedience, she reinterpreted the story of Bluebeard via his wives. In Women
Write Resistance: Poets Resist Gender Violence, the anthology she edited, she
collected poems about gender violence from over one hundred American women
poets. Now with American Galactic, she takes on the seemingly “alien” topic of the
genderlessness via Martians, abductions, crop circles, human interactions, pop
culture references and more, not without her lyrical knack: “I don’t know/ what I’d
do if Martians arrived at my door.” From “The Left Boob of Largeness,” irony
reigns with “What Do Martians Want” and “Why Not to Buy Martians Sundaes
Topped with Cherries,” not without “Close Encounters of the Third Kind,”
Wiseman’s second scifi poetry venture brings an interstellar tale down to earth.
Here we discuss her background, why she got into scifi, her writing process and
much more…

Sally Deskins: You grew up in Des Moines, Iowa. What was that like? How did it
influence your desire to be a writer?
Laura Madeline Wiseman: I remember one writing activity that my fifth grade
teacher at Longfellow Elementary in Des Moines, invited students to try. Each
week, Mr. C placed a poster on a bulletin board and we were welcomed to write a
short story inspired by that poster. If we did, we turned in our story to a black
metal basket on his desk. On Fridays, Mr. C would read the story and then give
everyone a chance to guess the author. It was slightly embarrassing because Mr. C
would read aloud our errors, grammar mistakes, and misspellings phonetically. (I
quickly learned to spell gril correctly as girl.) It was also slightly thrilling to hear

someone read your work before others and wait to be guessed as the author.
SD: Who were the scifi writers you admired when you first started writing?
LMW: I read David Brin’s Postman for AP English senior year of high school
and then went on to read a few of his scifi novels like Glory Season. Of
course, I read Ray Bradbury books like Fahrenheit 451, The Martian
Chronicles, and Dandelion Wine. I loved Marian Zimmerman Bradley, H. G.
Wells, and later Margaret Atwood’s trilogy. But it wasn’t just books. I grew up
watching Star Trek: The Next Generation, Gremlins, Terminator, and older
movies at my aunt’s house like Logan’s Run and Barbarella. I vividly
remember going to the theater to see E.T. and watching the original Luke
Skywalker and Princess Leia on the TV in my grandparents’ den. Scifi was
part of the culture. I read it. I watched it. I played with Geordi La Forge
action toys.
SD: What research was involved in writing American Galactic?
LMW: Beyond my childhood and teenage years of scifi consumption and
general scifi consumption since like Firefly, I did do a good deal of research
on Mars and Martians, in scientific books, history, and pop culture. I watched
(or rewatched) alien movies like Enemy Mine, sought out some documentaries
on famous suspected UFO crashes like that in Roswell, New Mexico, read
older scifi books like Dune, Moving Mars, The Dispossesed, and newer ones
like those by Octavia E. Butler. For me, whenever I become obsessed by a
topic for writing, I often discover that I find that topic everywhere I look.
Many of the poems came from the reflecting and chuckling I did upon finding
such arrivals around me. I like to laugh and when things make me laugh,
they often get into my poems, such as The Colbert Report’s excerpt of Bill
O’Reilly, who said, “How’d the moon get there? How’d the sun get there?
How’d it get there? Can you explain it to me? How come we have that and
Mars doesn’t have it?”
SD: How do you start your poems? Do you use writing prompts in your own
writing life and when you teach?
LMW: For American Galactic, I started many of the poems as writing
prompts that I gave to my students. I use writing prompts daily in my
classroom. We write one or two sevenminute poems with a prompt at the
beginning of class. We often share by volunteers or roundrobins. The low
stakes writing helps create community in the classroom and for beginning
students, I think it makes poetry more approachable early in the term. When
I'm trying to generate new material for a particular project or if I'm in
between projects, I sometimes will read the prompts listed in one of my

writing guides. During April, I enjoy writing the NaPoWriMo exercises and I
give them to my students as well, as a sort of introduction to the larger poetry
community outside of the classroom.
One prompt I really like are field trips. I take my students on field trips to
museums on campus and ask them to write poems inspired by something
there. I wrote “Planet of the ___________” in response to a permanent exhibit
in Morrill Hall on chimpanzees and their relationships to humans. I wrote
“The Vanishing” in response to a special exhibit by a photographer on the
pollutioninduced disappearance of amphibians. Likewise, there are poems in
American Galactic that respond to art in the Sheldon Art Museum by artists
like Delilah Montonye and Marilyn Bridges.
SD: Were you ever scared to write scifi poetry?
LMW: I didn’t really think of genre when I was writing American Galactic. I
was thinking only that I was writing poems about Martians, much as I
thought I’m now writing poems about mermaids when I wrote Spindrift, or
that I’m now writing poems about bras in Intimates and Fools. Are there
genres of poetry that poets fear? I’m sure, but for me when I’m writing about
Martians building spaceships in the backyard or Martians trickortreating
and knocking on the front door, I’m mostly laughing because I find the
thought of such a scenario happening in Nebraska, where I live, to be very
funny.
SD: What is inspiring you these days?
LMW: Currently, my work is being inspired by the artist Lauren Rindaldi,
who did the cover art for my book Some Fatal Effects of Curiosity and
Disobedience (Lavender Ink, 2014).
SD: Some of your past books have largely been about the female experience.
How did you come to writing about Martians and how did you find it similar
or different?
LMW: I completed an undergraduate and a Master’s degree in Women’s
Studies, thus, considering issues of gender inspires much of my work. My
anthology Women Write Resistance: Poets Resist Gender Violence views poetry
as a transformative art and collects the work of over one hundred American
women poets that break silence, disrupt narratives, and use strategic anger to
resist for change. My dissertation that became the book Queen of the Platform
is based on the life of the nineteenth century lecturer, suffragist, and poet
Matilda Fletcher. My book Some Fatal Effects of Curiosity and Disobedience is
a campy, contemporary

retelling of the Bluebeard myth, that charts the love of three sisters who each
marry the same man upon the demise of the sister who preceded her. As I
mentioned, I’ve also written about mermaids, breasts, and bras, as well as the
representation of women in advertising, the body, the Lilith myth, and more.
What I find so fascinating about Martians is the way Martians are gendered in
popular culture. Sometimes Martians are represented as lacking gender, as
sexless, as neutral, which is a gender in itself. Other times Martians embody
the gender roles, gender performances, and gender expectations that mimic
our own in a given historical moment. Much as I explored resisting gendered
language in my book Sprung that focuses on a gendered body part, I resisted
gendering Martians in American Galactic. This is a difficult task, for one must
be aware of the ways that we do gender and the ways gender marks us.
Language is one place we gender, such as by using the singular pronouns he,
she, him, her, his, and hers. In American Galactic, I resisted such pronouns by
using “A Martian” or “The Martian,” or by employing you. I also resisted
gendering by the use of the plural pronoun, choosing you, they, them, and
their. It seems like such a small thing, this resistance to gendered pronouns,
but a challenging and thereby powerful one for a writer to employ.
SD: To you, what was the most transformative piece in the book and why?
LMW: I’m not sure if it’s the most transformative poem (though it is one I’ve
been thinking about recently), but my poem “A Star” is an ode to Robin
Williams before his recent death. At the time, I wrote it because Robin
Williams was one of those male actors that consistently played great
characters. As a kid, I remember watching him play Mork from Ork on the
sitcom Mork & Mindy; like many, his role as a community college professor
and therapist in Good Will Hunting moved me; and there are countless others,
like Dead Poets Society and Awakenings, that are just great films in no small
part because of his role in them. To learn of his death two months after
American Galactic’ s release was such a shock. Whenever we lose such talent
to death, I think all of us feel the loss of them, of what else they might have
contributed to this world. A week after his death, I was glad I had the
opportunity to read “A Star” at Holler Salon at Firefly Farms, a place that
houses Sundress Publications—a place that does such good and necessary
work in poetry.
SD: What do you hope people get out of American Galactic?
LMW: I adore scifi. I love that readers, writers, and fans come to the genre
already willing to suspend disbelief. Scifi is a genre of the unreal,
otherworldly, a fiction that is beyond home. Martians make me laugh. Poetry

by the likes of Grace Bauer, Julie Kane, Denise Duhamel, Lynn Schmeidler,
Wendy Barker, Sarah J. Sloat, and more makes me laugh. I’m not sure if the
poems in this book are as funny as Martians or the poets listed above, but I do
hope American Galactic gives the reader a few chuckles.

Laura Madeline Wiseman is the author of more than a dozen books and chapbooks and the
editor of Women Write Resistance: Poets Resist Gender Violence (Hyacinth Girl Press, 2013).
Her recent books are American Galactic (Martian Lit Books, 2014), Some Fatal Effects of
Curiosity and Disobedience (Lavender Ink, 2014), Queen of the Platform (Anaphora Literary
Press, 2013), Sprung (San Francisco Bay Press, 2012), and the collaborative book Intimates and
Fools (Les Femmes Folles Books, 2014) with artist Sally Deskins. She holds a doctorate from the
University of Nebraska and has received an Academy of American Poets Award, a Mari
Sandoz/Prairie Schooner Award, and the Wurlitzer Foundation Fellowship. Her work has
appeared in Prairie Schooner, Margie, MidAmerican Review, and Feminist Studies. Find her
at www.lauramadelinewiseman.com.
Sally Deskins is an artist, art writer, consultant, art model, mother, wife and art enthusiast.
She is a Teaching Assistant in the Art History Graduate Program at West Virginia University.
She holds a BA in Art from UNL and MPA from UNO. Heavily inspired by contemporary artist
Wanda Ewing's work challenging society's definitions of femininity, Deskins' art explores
womanhood and motherhood in her life and others'. Her art has been exhibited in galleries in
Omaha, New York, Philadelphia and Chicago; and has been published in publications such as
Certain Circuits, Weave Magazine, and Painters & Poets. She has curated various solo and
group exhibitions, readings and performances centered on women’s perspective and the body.
Her writing has been published internationally in journals such as Stirring, Prick of the
Spindle, Bookslut and Bitch. She is founding editor of LES FEMMES FOLLES, an online
journal supporting women in art. She has published three LES FEMMES FOLLES anthologies
of art, poetry and interview excerpts can be found on blurb.com. Her first illustrated book,
Intimates & Fools, with poetry by Laura Madeline Wiseman, came out in 2014. Find her at
sallydeskins.tumblr.com.

PLATE 25
Holly Day

Even without his skin, he is beautiful, muscular curves marked with arcane whim
rippling as he strides purposefully to the left of the page, an animated carcass
eyes turned towards Heaven, hands beckoning to something cut off by the book’s seam.
He radiates pleading in painful, blackandwhite waves, perhaps
attempting to lure his billowing skin down from the clouds
Perhaps not.
The palazzo lies in ruins just behind him, destroyed by military planes, or just artistic whimsy
mirroring the stillanimate man whose skin was carefully torn from his stillpliable carcass
moments after flopping sylphlike into endless dreams. Even the brick seams
are under attack, the crumbling mortar worked loose by the tips of tree roots, perhaps
even more efficiently than the round, metal lobes of a sternum retractor
Perhaps not.

Holly Day was born in Hereford, Texas, “The Town Without a Toothache.” She and her family
currently live in Minneapolis, Minnesota, where she teaches writing classes at the Loft Literary
Center. Her published books include the nonfiction books Music Theory for Dummies, Music
Composition for Dummies, Guitar AllinOne for Dummies, Piano AllinOne for Dummies, A
Brief History of Nordeast Minneapolis; the poetry books LateNight Reading for Hardworking
Construction Men (The Moon Publishing) and The Smell of Snow (ELJ Publications); and a
novel, The Book Of (Damnation Books). Her needlepoints and beadwork have recently appeared
on the covers of The Grey Sparrow Journal, QWERTY Magazine, and Kiki Magazine.

BECOMING A NORMAL WOMAN
Demi Wetzel

You have officially given up,
on being rich and famous.
There’s no room at the table.
For the seats are filled
by the Beyoncés,
the Britneys,
and the Jennifers.
It was a serious goal
you had promised your young,
fool hearted self.
You were to be a famous girl
by the time you turned fourteen.
Yes, of course mother.
I would pay off your mortgage
with my bags of money.
At seventeen, a sister will cut your hair
because the wind machine
has blown a fuse.
Your name will never be called on stage
for an award of any kind.
Hollywood snakes will never hang
from your shoulders as you perform.
At twentytwo,
your mom will sell your dresses
because the red carpet
isn’t for you––she has decided.
Just get a normal job like your sister.
Finally, you marry that guy
from World Civilization 121.
Barnard never called.
Not Bernard, I do mean Barnard.
The latter was whom
you wished to marry.

This normal husband knows nothing
of your wanted fame.
But he applauds your moves in the kitchen.
Easily impressed
by three years of adult ballet.
This husband loves
to hear you sing the harmonies
and melodies.
He’ll fall deaf in twelve more years.
At twentyseven,
you have those kids,
plump and fat.
They’ll arrive on the very same day
that Whitney Houston
loses her life.

Demi Wetzel does not hold an MFA from any academic institution. She is originally from the
southernmost region of Indiana and now resides in Seattle, which is the farthest west anyone in
her family has ever lived.

HOW THEY ECHO UNDER THE DOME
Jacquelyn Bengfort
“It’s art as much as science,” said the labcoated doctor. I nearly
sighed at his predictability. Modification complete, he sealed the skullcap
back in place with mortar and tiny screws.
Each of the fifteen people before us had volunteered for the mission,
set to begin in under six hours. Dr. Slovetz’s task was the deactivation of
the dreaming synapses to ensure an uninterrupted—technically,
uninterruptible—sleep, for the duration of the flight.
Dream cessation had other advantages, he assured me, as we stood
back so the stevedores could close the fifteen capsules and move them
aboard the shuttle. His research indicated that dreams were strongly
implicated in the aging process. The Explorers, their official title, would
arrive in four years at our destination as young and fresh as they were
today—younger, perhaps.
“Unlike you and I,” he said. “We’ll arrive far worse for the wear.”
Dr. Slovetz and I formed the balance of the mission. He would be
needed at the other end to reactivate the Explorers. I was to document the
process for the news wires. We were both trained in manual flight controls
and simple repairs.
We would sleep, as near as possible, on an earth schedule—
simulated lights would assist. We would tend to a bit of aquaculture. We
would ensure the Explorers got their regular slurries of nutrients.
The ensuing days—long stretches of boredom punctuated by
moments of sheer terror, like any military mission—were so many
dominoes to be set up and knocked down. We tended to the cool bodies of
our charges and our space cucumbers and did our own antiantigravity
exercises. We played cards and gave each other foot massages. I kept
dutiful records, sent brief dispatches to Earth, and worried over how I’d
ever turn four years of inaction into a book deal.
Arrive at last we did on the frigid moon of our destination. The
shuttle flawlessly executed the crucial maneuver that sent a liquid web
over an area roughly the size of a football field, crystallizing quickly into a
protective dome.
Dr. Slovetz went to work opening skulls as I readied our arrival
transmission. One by one the fifteen Explorers woke under his hands. I
greeted each by name.
In this unfamiliar new life, it has taken us weeks to figure out what
is wrong with the Explorers, who are otherwise healthy—revitalized, even,
by their years of dreamless sleep.
It’s this: they never laugh. Dr. Slovetz and I—we laugh often and

well. Perhaps too easily, after our years on the shuttle. Our speech is laced
with months of inside jokes.
Not so the Explorers. We’ve tried sophisticated wordplay and the
gallows humor appropriate to an operation such as ours; we’ve tried
knockknock jokes, simulated farts, tickling.
Dr. Slovetz could perform another surgery, perhaps, find and
connect the loose wiring, but we only had supplies enough for a single
operation each, the one to restore their dreaming.
At night, you ought to hear the screams.

Jacquelyn Bengfort grew up in a library on the prairie and formerly drove warships for a
living. Her work is forthcoming or has appeared in Gargoyle, matchbook, CHEAP POP,
Noble/Gas Qtrly, Tirage Monthly, and Storm Cellar, among others. She lives in the District of
Columbia and can be found online at www.JaciB.com.
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Blake Lee Pate grew up in New Orleans and lives in Austin. She received her MFA from the
New Writer's Project at UTAustin and is CoEditor of Smoking Glue Gun. In the past she has
served as a board member and Marketing Director of Bat City Review, as well as Editorin
Chief of delta journal. Her poems can be found in Glittermob, H_NGM_N, Forklift, Ohio, Black
Warrior Review, New Delta Review, and elsewhere.

THE UNDERBELLY
Ashley Gardana

They hired me because my tiny fingers can curl between the
microwire and plastic. I pull the materials apart and ready them for
reuse. The plastic is washed, sorted by color, and then processed. The
nearest superior takes the copper microwire with a greedy smile.
They took us from our city. When they arrived, their clothes were
cleaner than most, but like any outsider they wore the same curious face:
a mix of awe and pity. It’s a mix I do not understand. How do you admire
our society and look down on us at the same time?
“Word from the Kitchen is that we’ll be passing it today,” Prithvi
tells me, sweat dripping down her brow as she passes me the wooden
paddle with a lazy hand. The rough sounds of the soaker force us to
stand close.
“Passing what?” I ask, eager as always for information from the
other decks.
I watch Prithvi’s eyes flicker towards the superiors on the balcony.
They control from above, away from the heat of the water. Switching
shifts is one of the few times we can communicate during the day.
Superiors let it slide, if they like you.
“Hey! You two.” Today, they care little for us. “You’re here to work.
The new settlement doesn’t come for free; everyone pays one way or
another.”
They say we should be thankful: the endless winding trails of
sewer and trash are far from us now. We are part of a grand adventure, a
manifest destiny. We are given a tenbyten housing unit and told to be
grateful. We are lucky, living in the Underbelly of this ship.
They say we are floating away from Earth. Yet, when I walk down
the grated path of the resident unit, it is all familiar. The clothes still
linedry from the second story. The children still play games, kick around
scraps, and laugh.
Hours later, after the lunch cart drives by, I go for a walk. It’s
quieter outside than inside my family’s unit, and I often eat along the
path that connects the housing of the Underbelly. Prithvi knows this and
it is there she waits.
“You wouldn’t remember,” she begins, after I ask the question she
expects. “You never left our little city within the city. Back home there
was a promenade, shaped like a crescent moon with streetlights dotting
along the edges. From a certain angle the lights appeared to form the

shape of a diamond necklace. We called it the Queen’s Necklace. Years
later my son, a great astronomer before his untimely death, named a
constellation after it. We will be passing by the constellation tonight.”
“A crescent moon?” I do not understand. “Streetlights?”
Prithvi’s expression saddens with each question, lines forming
creases in her brow.
“I’m sorry, Prith. I didn’t mean to upset you.”
She shakes her head. “I am finding it hard to witness humanity’s
separation from Earth.”
I hug her because I do not know how else to reply. A roving
security drone pauses nearby, drawn to us by our motions. Somewhere,
someone is watching.
They have segregated us from the main floors excluding work
commitments. An unspoken rule at first, but eventually the sanctions
came in forms of electricity shortages and cruelty. Now, only the truly
motivated leave the Underbelly.
I know I have that determined look in my eye because our potter
smiles as he shakes his head in disapproval, hands still dancing along
the synthetic clay. Near the door is a ladder. With Prithvi’s words
running through my mind, I climb into a particularly large air pipe.
The risk is worth it.
Through the airshaft grates, I watch and wait. In the hallway,
three superiors gather and I wait for one to let out a boisterous laugh. I
use the distraction to slip from the airshaft to a nearby storage closet.
They think we are simple, but we made this ships, constructed
them through two generations. Our knowledge travels from the upper
decks to the Underbelly. They try to forget we exist while we learn their
habits and routines. It is useful to know things, like when the Bridge will
be empty.
I wonder if they found me here, outside of the Underbelly, if they
would assume I came for cleaning or fixing. To the superiors, we all have
our purpose and our purpose is our worth. I wish Prithvi had the
strength to take this journey with me, to enjoy a single distant memory
of Earth.
I listen, ear pressed to the door of the closet, as the sound of the
superiors outside grows further away. I climb the shelved wall and slide
aside a ceiling tile. Another pipe, the last one, and I crawl through it
until I slip aside an air vent, lowering myself carefully into the Bridge.
Someone is there already. Her silhouette reveals the rucksack
shape of the Underbelly uniform. When her face turns, Prithvi’s smile

catches in a bit of light.
“Welcome,” she says. “I’m glad you made it.”
They cannot eliminate our curiosity. Life still runs through our
veins and it pushed us both so that we could be right here, right now.
Through the panoramic window of the Bridge, we see the glittering gems
they called the Queen’s Necklace. A string of stars resembling pearls,
named after a promenade from my former home. I watch as our ship
passes it by, the beauty so close yet unattainable.

Ashley Gardana is a DCbased writer and advocate who spends her time working on flash
fiction, poems and short stories. She was recently featured in Literative and you can find more
of her work at ASGardana.wordpress.com.

WAITING
Chelsea Bayouth
At sunrise and sunset,
When a chorus was singing through the pink,
She whispered little prayers.
Respect for weather
Respect for eclipses
Respect for the fluidity of animal life.
There was an altar of gods that she made.
Of sticks and fools gold and 25 cent children's toys.
Of church rummage sale stuffed mice.
She practiced transfiguration.
Became a little cat in her lucid dreams.
Woke up to crows fighting
And triangle shaped sounds.
But she was stuck.
No longer afforded the luxuries of childhood,
No longer permitted to ask of whomever,
How big is the sky?
She was acutely aware she was visiting
And that her pets knew more than her.
So she surrounded her self with books
And saw her hands as glowing white
She focused on the ringing in her ears
Refused outwardly to be a oneway portal.
And as the trees pulled over the cover of night
And washed her street with starlight
The neighbors slept unaware.
For at sunrise, singing through the pink,
While freshly stocked Targets opened
And coffee steam became America's weather––
She had found her way back.
Chelsea Bayouth is a prolific writer and artist from sunny Los Angeles. She graduated CalArts in
2008 with a Bachelors Degree in Fine Art and shows her work consistently in galleries around LA. She
is an artist of many mediums, but papier mâché sculptures and figurative watercolors make up the
breadth of her work. She published a poetry book in February 2014 titled Beaus & Eros, which centers
around her experience as a human animal and tackles the dark, existential questions we all are
inherently asking. She is the host and curator of the Los Feliz performance salon, Foxhole, and has
poetry and short stories published with Literary Orphans and The Legendary. She is currently writing
her first novel. More of her work and what she’s about can be found on her website,
www.chelseabayouth.com.

THE MOTHERS INTERFERE
Blake Lee Pate

ExoGirls, your mothers are calling:
LARVA!
LARVA!
LARD!
LOVE!

—we want you back
little possums
in our sack.

Blake Lee Pate grew up in New Orleans and lives in Austin. She received her MFA from the
New Writer's Project at UTAustin and is CoEditor of Smoking Glue Gun. In the past she has
served as a board member and Marketing Director of Bat City Review, as well as Editorin
Chief of delta journal. Her poems can be found in Glittermob, H_NGM_N, Forklift, Ohio, Black
Warrior Review, New Delta Review, and elsewhere.

BIZARRE BEAUTY RITUALS OF THE 21ST CENTURY
Kendra Eash
For centuries, women have been committing acts of medieval torture on
themselves just to look, seem, smell or even just feel more beautiful. Here are
some of the craziest beauty rituals we could find from the 21st century.
Breast harness. Women in the 21st century would harness their breasts in
several types of restrictive garments. One type consisted of a tube of tight
compression material that would constrict her ribs and chest, keeping the
breasts from moving during physical activity. This type of garment was
known for being dangerous to adorn and remove, resulting in near
strangulation, crushed nipples, and elbowingofone’sownface. Another type
of garment featured curved wire cups that were lodged under the breasts and
held together via a thick strap fastened by sharp metal hooks in the back or
front of a woman’s chest. It was thought at the time that breasts should give
the appearance of perfectly round balloons rather than lopsided skin flaps,
therefore each breast harness contained pads of various sizes that needed to
be adjusted and shifted throughout the day by the wearer. Some women
dealt with this issue by crouching over and physically placing their breasts in
the correct sling at periodic intervals when their coworkers weren’t looking.
Others just wore heavy, shapeless sweaters, crossed their arms over their
chests, and said, “It’s so chilly in here! Is everyone else cold? I’m cold.”
Hair stripper. It was considered standard for women of the 21st century to
expose their most sensitive skin to the elements by violently ridding
themselves of the naturally protective hair swaths covering their bodies.
Hair stripping was done using a variety of methods, the most painful by far
was a procedure known as a “Brazilian” in which a woman would exchange
money with another woman or group of women, paying them large sums of
money to apply hot, scalding wax to her private parts, cover the wax in cloth
strips, and rip the cloth strips off of her skin. Other methods of hair removal
involved burning hair from the private areas with a chemical lotion or
scraping hair from the skin with a sharp metal blade. It is important to note
that hair growing from the head was not subjected to the same treatments.
Rather, an effort was made to cultivate and grow head hair to be as thick and
long as possible, despite the tendency for it to shed during meal preparation
and collect in loose, wet piles in 21stcentury drains.
Organ stuffer. Many women of the 21st century wanted a body in the shape
of a barbell. One solution to this desired look were tubes of tight, shiny
restrictive cloth that women would encase themselves in before leaving the
house. These tubes, commonly given sillysounding names to put women at

ease about their purpose, often contained a hole for the woman wearing it to
urinate through, so that she did not have to go through the lengthy process of
removing the tube in a public restroom. This feature was most likely
included because women of the 21st century drank copious amounts of a light
amphetamine called “Starbucks.”
Foot levers. 21stcentury women believed that their legs and backside
looked better when their feet were propped up on tiny sticks, rendering them
unable to walk. Although most women attached their feet to these levers
during special occasions, like weddings or party gatherings, some used foot
levers everyday, risking blistered, reddened heels, cramped toes, and frigid
skin conditions in cold weather. Other women avoided the pain of sharper,
smaller foot levers by strapping their feet to platforms adorned with cheap
but decorative elements such as diamondshaped plastic pieces. Although
these devices were less painful for feet, they, too, kept many women from
moving coherently in the physical world.
Anus seam. One of the more bizarre rituals of the 21st century involved a
type of undergarment that consisted of a thin piece of cloth or nylon that was
meant to fit snugly in the crack between the buttocks. This seam connected
to a triangle of material in the front of the groin and an elastic band around
the waist. There seemed to be no purpose for this undergarment other than
to accurately depict the shape of a woman’s buttocks under her clothes for
outside observers. The anus seam was widely divisive among users – some
claimed it felt like wearing nothing at all, while others described it as
“walking around with a finger shoved up my asshole.”
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THE THINGS STARS INSPIRE
Holly Day

I imagine he thought the stars had something to do with it, why
he felt he had to take me there and do what he did. he kept mentioning
that he had studied the constellations as a teenager, found new meaning in them
during particularly intense acid trips. I should have known that something was wrong
when he started talking about the stars that way, and how he kept cocking his head
as though he was listening to something talking from up above us
as we made our way up the hill to his secret picnic spot. I really did think
we were really going to have a picnic, too—he had the nicest
picnic basket I had ever seen, looked like something my grandmother
might have bought in her bourgeois youth, woven wicker with inlaid peacock feathers
silk and linen lining the interior, the edge of a matching picnic blanket dangling
out one side. the basket was so pretty I squelched my apprehension
of what he really meant to do with me once
we had finished eating, could only imagine the nice bottle of wine waiting inside
tucked between embroidered cloth napkins and containers of sandwich meat and
cheese.
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SINGED
Diana Clark
She awoke to hands on her ribcage, fingertips that glazed over each
individual crevice that led to the next bone. She could feel the trail of dirt
left behind as Danni continued her tracing, as if she were trying to keep
record of how far they’d come. There was no paper for that anymore, no ink
or lead or chalk.
Jess inhaled softly, but loud enough for Danni to withdraw. She liked
Danni’s trails on her skin, her roadmaps created in the darkest moments of
morning. She liked that it was an act done in solitude. It’s why she never
told Danni she knew, why she allowed her the chance to pull back and
pretend as though she woke of her own accord.
Jess rolled over onto her side so that she faced her. Danni. Danni
whose marble grey eyes now looked like two permanent bruises. Danni who
used to paint stars on their ceiling, when a ceiling was something they took
for granted. Now all she had for a canvas was Jess, and what good was that
doing her?
“‘Morning,” she said.
Jess smiled as best she could, leaned over and kissed her nose. “I’m
going to go see where it is, okay?”
Jess rolled out of their sleeping bag, or whatever was left of it. She
couldn’t look back as she trudged through the woods, where Danni laid
waiting wrapped in their cheesecloth of a bed.
The path they were traveling on now was predominately gravel and
dirt. The pavement was so much easier, even with the risk of broken glass.
They could walk barefoot on the streets that had been freshly paved, could
take off their sneakers and make them last a little longer. It was paths like
this one that killed them, the ones that cut into their continually thinning
soles.
With a stomach full of nothing, Jess climbed to the peak of their
resting point and stopped, looked out. It didn’t matter how many times she
faced it. The experience never numbed her, never desensitized her to what
was and would always be after them.
The smoke rose thick and black, so far beyond what everyone had once
called a fog. All the experts had been so sure in the beginning, but a fog did
not dismantle. A fog did not burn. A fog could even be beautiful.
Jess turned away, headed back down the trail and back into the
woods, where Danni was already dressed. “Time to go,” Jess said, and they
rolled up their sleeping bags and left.
Little conversation took place during the day. When they walked, they
kept their eyes on the road before them, looking for abandoned bags or lone

houses or condemned convenience stores.
Most of the time, they walked with their fists crammed into their
pockets, but at least once a day, Jess would reach out for Danni’s hand, or
Danni would reach out for hers. They’d walk in silence, eyes up ahead and
fingers laced together, dry and cracked from the cold.
The woods were different though. The woods felt like shelter, like they
were allowed to be people with memories and lives, no matter how lost they
were to them now.
“It’s a bit sunnier today.”
Jess bit the inside of her cheek, felt the sting of hot tears start to
gather. The sky was not sunnier. Not at all. It was only a different color grey
than the day before it. The sky was in a constant flux, a smeared and dirty
canvas that repeatedly changed shades, but all of them were grey, all of
them, and maybe it was a lighter shade today, like a smooth stone, but they’d
wake up tomorrow and the whole damn thing would be ash. It wasn’t
sunnier. To be sunnier, there had to be sun.
“Yeah,” Jess said, “it is.”
That night they had peanut butter for dinner. With their sleeping bags
wrapped around their shoulders and a small fire burning in front of them,
they took turns passing each other the food. Jess brought her middle and
index finger together, dipped them into the jar like a spoon and scooped. She
used to eat peanut butter like this in their kitchen late at night, when she
couldn’t fall asleep. Naked and drowsy, she’d make her way to the cabinets,
bare feet padding along their linoleum floor, and destroy a newly opened jar.
Danni used to scold her. “It’s amazing how you’re not tired enough to get out
of bed and eat, but too tired to grab a spoon.” But sometimes Danni would
join her. Sometimes Jess’s back would be facing their bedroom, and right as
she brought her peanut buttercoated fingers to her lips, two arms would
wrap around her middle. She’d feel Danni’s face pressed against her back,
her nose nuzzling against her spine. “Again?” she’d whisper, and Jess would
know that she didn’t mean the peanut butter.
But now here was Danni, using her fingers as utensils, too.
Jess looked away. All she could picture was spoon shopping. Going out,
buying a silver spoon, tying a red ribbon around the middle into the perfect,
little bow. She’d get a long velvet box and place the spoon inside. She’d make
dinner for the two of them one evening, and when Danni sat down to eat,
when she saw that there was no silverware on the table, that’s when Jess
would make her move. That’s when Jess would get down on bended knee,
open the elongated box, try not to think of the answer being no as Danni
welled up with happy tears.
A choked laughter broke the silence. When Jess saw Danni staring at

her, eyes expectant and mouth still full of peanut butter, she realized it’d been
her.
Danni swallowed. “You okay?”
Jess grabbed her hand. Danni’s fingers were sticky from saliva and
peanut butter residue, but she brought it to her lips and kissed the bareness
that was her ring finger. Danni didn’t say anything, just handed her the jar
and moved closer.
All the things she could have done. All the things she never would.
“I don’t think I should go check on it today.”
It was morning. Jess had allowed herself an extra two minutes of
pseudosleep. Instead of her usual trails, Danni had taken to drawing circles
along Jess’s side, the tips of her fingers like splashes from a warm bath.
Now Danni looked startled. “Why?”
“We made good time yesterday. The time it would take for me to walk
back up the mountain to a point where I could see it would do more damage
than good. We’re almost down. We can get to the main road by the end of
today, I promise.”
Danni looked away. Opened her mouth. Closed it.
Jess, who had been packing up their bags, stopped to sit down. Their
knees brushed together and Danni looked over.
Jess tried not to react to how close their faces were, how mere inches
stood between them. Of course they were close to each other at night, huddling
beneath their sack of a bed, Jess’s body a crescent around Danni’s shrinking
frame. But it was light out now, and Jess could not remember the last time she
got to look this closely for this long.
Her hair, a usually perfect bob, lay flat and frayed against her hollowing
cheekbones. The deep red shade that had caught Jess’s attention upon first
seeing her looked burnt out and somber. Danni had always been a tiny thing,
but now, as she wrapped her arms around her stomach in worry, Jess could not
figure out how she was still sitting up.
“I just . . . I think it’s good to know before going where we’re at—where
it’s at. How much progress it’s made overnight, how fast it’s going now and
how fast we have to move.”
“I know,” Jess said, “but I think we’re safe for a while. Listen, I know I
can only guess, but it doesn’t look like it’s gotten faster since we’ve been up
here.”
“And if it has?”
“Then we move faster than we’ve been anyway, just to make sure.”
Danni still looked worried, but what other choice did they have? It
wasn’t that her concerns were invalid; her chance of being right wasn’t that

particularly slim. But if it had gotten faster, and they wasted time moving
toward it instead of away, Jess would not be able to peel off the shame of having
so drastically miscalculated.
Distracted with worry, Jess did not see Danni move forward, her
forehead now pressed against the sharpness that was Jess’s shoulder. “All
right,” she said. “All right.”
Jess swallowed. Danni used to do this at parties, when it was late and
Jess was still drinking, still socializing with friends. She’d approach her from
one side, put her forehead against her shoulder and whisper for home. “Let’s
go,” she’d say. “Before it gets too late.”
Jess leaned over and kissed the top of her head, ignoring the grease and
grime that met her there.
They were near the bottom of the mountain when they saw it. The two of
them stopped. Stared. Looked to one another in amazement.
A small lake sat neatly in a corner of the woods, nestled amidst a bundle
of sinewy trees. Under normal circumstances, the sight may have looked
borderline sinister, the sky above them grey and the branches crazed and bare.
But this was not a normal circumstance. Nothing was, not anymore.
“The bunker,” Danni said, her voice a faint whisper. “We haven’t bathed
since the bunker.”
She was right. They had thought about bathing since having first left,
but what water they had could not be wasted on hygiene. Staying clean did not
mean life or death; staying hydrated did.
Jess turned back to Danni and tried not to startle. Her eyes were
shrouded in mist, her lower lip a slight tremble. She had not seen such a
nameable reaction from her since the smoke began to thicken and burn. Danni
had always kept her composure, had always graced their dying earth with
inconceivable dignity.
Jess turned around, looked up at the path from where they’d come. She
had kept her word and moved faster, despite not knowing if the smoke had
progressed overnight. They were at the bottom of the mountain, the main road
visible from where they now stood. To travel that length at that speed just to
stop for a break before nightfall—the whole thing felt nothing short of
ridiculous.
But traveling at that length at that speed also meant a fifth layer of dirt,
their skin already caked in weeks’ worth of filth.
Jess looked away, opened her mouth to say how important it was they
keep going, but even without facing her, she could not erase the image of Danni
welling up, her eyes encapsulated in suppressed misery. “Let’s stop here,” she
said, “just for a little bit.”
Danni didn’t say anything, just made for the woods, removing her clothes

as she went.
“What are you doing?”
Danni had bathed while Jess soaked their clothes on the opposite side of
the lake, wringing the dirt out as best she could. Satisfied, Jess slid into the cool
water herself, only to watch Danni get out.
Silently, she walked over to where Jess was bathing and slipped in
behind her. With her back pressed against the lake’s edge and both elbows
placed behind her on the ground, Danni brought her legs up to Jess’s middle
and wrapped them around her waist.
Jess shivered.
“Cold air, cold water,” said Danni. “Thought I’d help a little.”
Jess didn’t say anything, just pushed her back closer to Danni’s embrace.
It was cold, but not dangerously so. The worst of it was at night, but with their
body heat and sleeping bags, they hadn’t yet added hypothermia to their list of
mounting worries.
Jess closed her eyes, determined not to think about that possibility. If she
could pretend they were on vacation, just for a moment. If she could pretend
they were in a hot tub, not a shivering lake full of bugs and bacteria and regret,
then maybe she could breathe a little easier.
Fingers combed their way through Jess’s increasingly long hair, all dirty
blonde and brittle. The familiar touch brought her back to reality. She always
loved when Danni played with her locks, the little pulls to her scalp, the way it
managed to soothe her terrible migraines.
“Thank you for this,” Danni said. Her voice was soft and full of gratitude,
as if Jess was responsible for the lake itself. “I know it’s not what you wanted,
so thank you.”
Jess dipped her head so that she could properly see the lake’s surface.
Her reflection stared back at her, muddled and distorted. She couldn’t quite
recall the last time she saw herself. The shock of her face sent her backing into
Danni even more, the sight of her shriveled green eyes and windtorn flesh. Her
skin looked like a garment shrunk in the wash, material that barely fit over the
bones.
Danni kissed the back of her neck. “You are so beautiful.”
Jess lifted an arm out of the water, reached back for one of Danni’s hands
and squeezed.
Night came over them, thick and fast. Jess hated the dark. It was not the
silence that drove her into biting restlessness, but the idea that the smoke
would gain speed and swallow them, burn them alive without their seeing its
approach. At least in the bunker, they had a light switch.

That cramped and concrete bunker. To think there was a time she
thought living there a misery. Shelves stocked with nonperishables, bottles and
bottles of water, beds with real live mattresses. And the people. Their people.
Neighbors she had never bothered meeting until the smoke became an
inevitable future, rolling in from the west and destroying everything in its path.
“They think it’s acidic,” Carla said, the woman from the grocery store who
had always showed a certain fondness for Danni and Jess. Her husband had
built the bunker before he passed, way out in their backyard. The door to the
underground haven sat discreetly at the edge of the woods, right before their
faded yellow lawn turned to twigs and trees. If Carla hadn’t knocked on their
door, urging them to join her, neither Jess nor Danni would have noticed it.
Carla tucked a fallen hair behind her ear before continuing. “Everything
it touches burns, but there’s no fire. People just dissolve.”
It was true. The first time Jess saw it on the news, it did not look or feel
like something to be feared. Shiny and iridescent, it hovered on her screen like
an early morning mist. But then it moved, slower than the slowest of lavas, and
the houses that stood before it tore up into nothing.
“Smells like fire, though.” Michael sat on one of the many bunk beds, legs
dangling from the top mattress. He was a professor from a nearby university,
but what he taught, Jess didn’t know. “And it’s getting darker, at least the last
time I looked.” He turned to Carla then. “Thank you for telling us about this, for
inviting us all in. Truly.”
“Yeah,” Thomas said, chiming into the conversation between mouthfuls of
canned peaches. “Thank you.”
Beside Jess, Danni looked away. Thomas was only fifteen years old. A
week before the smoke came, his parents had gone on vacation to California.
They hadn’t come back. It was hard for Danni to look at him, whose parents had
been taken away from her at the age of eighteen. She had always comforted
herself by believing that, that would be her life’s greatest tragedy. Jess, who
should have known better, thought that maybe she was right—only three years
stood between Danni’s loss and their meeting each other, years in which Danni
had grown in recovery. No tragedy had plagued her since, no heartbreak. Maybe
their last and only tragedy would be dying of old age, one of them having to go
before the other. Yet now here they were, cradled beneath the earth, waiting for
death to pass over them.
The weeks that followed poked at their patience with a stick. No one in
the bunker expected a quick end to their waiting for release, but their blood
stirred for something to do, something to accomplish. Carla’s husband had
stocked the bunker with several board games, but how could they laugh and
play with the world above them dying?
“We need to have a plan,” Michael said. It was late afternoon on their
fourth week underground. Jess sat on one of the top bunks, back pressed against
the wall and Danni’s head in her lap. “We need to know what we’re going to do

next.”
then?”

“I thought the plan was staying here until the smoke cleared,” Carla said.
“And if the smoke comes and penetrates the bunker,” Michael said, “what

Jess looked down at Danni. Her eyes were tired but full, ocean grey and
aware as ever. Her red hair pooled out onto her lap, little tendrils splaying
across her denimclad legs. “What then” was a very good question.
“Carla,” Jess said, “did your husband say how long this bunker could
last? If we continued to eat everything in our assigned portions, how long could
we survive here, smoke aside?”
“Two years.”
“Two years for five people.”
“Yes,” Carla said. “I would have invited more had there been enough
room.”
“So the question we need to ask ourselves,” Jess said, “is not if we’re safe
from the smoke. Because even if this bunker does its job, which I think it will,
we don’t know enough about what’s happening up there to properly understand
how long we’ve got.”
Michael’s expression went from one of impatience to one of genuine
curiosity. Jess couldn’t help but wonder if he missed these types of
conversations, all theory and numerical. “What do you mean, exactly?”
“Let’s say we wait here for the smoke to come. It does. We all end up
protected and unharmed. But then the question becomes, when is it safe to go
up? When does it become safe to leave the bunker? The people who were
studying this thing didn’t have time to figure out what it was made of before it
expanded, let alone how long it would last. Pretend the smoke gets here
tomorrow, and two years later, once we’re out of food and probably out of our
minds, we crawl back up there. One of two things is going to happen: we’re
either going to have survived, or we’re going to burn the moment we stick our
heads out.”
“Because the smoke could still be there,” Danni said.
“Yes, exactly. It could clear up within two years of getting here, maybe
even less, or it could take decades. We don’t know. We don’t know anything
about it. So do we come up with a plan before it gets here and attempt to do
something now, or do we stay here for two years only to die from it anyway?”
There was a long pause before Michael spoke up again. “Well, let’s say the
smoke is still there. It’s presumptuous to say that all of us would die from it. It
would only take one person to know if we were able to leave . . .”
Jess shook her head. She didn’t like where Michael was headed with that
idea. Whether his comment was selfsacrificial or suggesting that someone else
go, she didn’t want to stay on the thought for too long. “All right, so let’s say
someone goes up and disintegrates, what does that mean for the rest of us? We
crawl back inside and eventually die of starvation? Our food and water would be

gone by that point, and I really don’t want to think about what our starving
selves would do to each other.”
The minute the words left her lips, Jess wished she could take it back.
The room grew heavy with silence as its five occupants looked at one
another, shifting uncomfortably on their cots. Their expressions were not
accusatory, but ones of remorse and grief. The very idea that they could turn
on each other had them glancing away in embarrassment, ashamed of an act
they didn’t commit. Jess looked down at Danni, who returned the gaze.
“We need to think of something,” Carla said finally. “If we could find
how thick the smoke’s gotten, how far it’s traveled and if it’s gained speed— ”
“I’ll go.”
The four of them looked up at Thomas. He’d been more quiet than
usual throughout the entirety of their conversation, but now his voice
vibrated with unsettling clarity. “I’ll go,” he said again. “Seriously.”
“No one would ever ask that of you, sweetie.” Carla’s voice was laced
with maternallike worry, making Jess wonder if she had kids. Maybe they
were in college. Maybe they moved west.
“I know you wouldn’t; that’s why I’m volunteering.”
“Thomas . . .”
“I’ll leave the bunker. I’ll go track the smoke and see if I can find
where it’s at, how fast it’s been going and how long we might have.”
“This is insane,” Michael said. “You’re just a boy.”
“No one’s ‘just’ anything now,” Thomas said after a moment.
“But—”
“I don’t want to be here.”
Carla looked struck, but it wasn’t Carla who Thomas was looking at.
His eyes moved past hers and landed on Danni, who caught his gaze and
held it. It was the longest the two had ever looked at one another.
“If he wants to go,” Danni said after a moment, “he should be able to
go.”
Jess looked down at Danni, went to say something and stopped. She
didn’t trust herself to articulate anything at that moment. What could she
possibly offer them? Not experience, not insight—empathy always
outweighed sympathy.
A silence fell over the bunker before it was agreed upon: Thomas
would stay one more night, and in the morning he’d leave.
“I’ll find it and come back,” he said. “I’ll tell you where it’s at and if I
found anything else worth knowing. Then we’ll know what to do, how long to
stay and when we should leave.”
Carla packed a small bag for him in the morning, handed it to him and
tried not to cry. Thomas hugged her in gratitude before leaving. “It’ll be all
right,” he said. “I’ll come back. We’ll make a better plan.” He looked at the
rest of them and nodded before climbing up the ladder toward the latch. The

thing creaked open and Thomas left the bunker. He left and did not come
back.
Fingers trailed the length of her spine as Jess began to wake. Danni’s
touch was smooth and without soil, reminding her of the bath they’d taken
yesterday. They did not smell of lavenderscented conditioners or organically
made shampoos, but they did not smell of death, either.
Something else did, though. Something omnipresent and strong.
Jess shifted, stretched and stood. Danni withdrew before she could say
anything. “Can we go a day without breakfast?” Jess asked. “To make up for
yesterday, a little bit.”
Danni nodded and began getting dressed. The two of them were eager
to get going more so than they were hungry. They were not living a life
where it was acceptable to eat for any other reason than starvation.
Jess pulled down their now dried clothes from the tree branch she had
hung them on, handed Danni’s over and turned away to look at the main
road.
Burning. Something was burning.
Jess squinted as she tried to sight the source of the fire, but the view
ahead was grey and without flames. Her nostrils flared and twitched at the
smell, regardless of the empty road before them. Jess coughed. A stench
hung in the air, familiar but otherworldly. She coughed again.
Danni walked over, stood by her side and gripped her hand. “Are you
okay?”
Jess went to answer, but was cut off. Danni had started coughing, too.
“We need to leave,” she said. “Now.”
The two hurriedly threw on their bags, slung them over their thinning
shoulders and walked. Jess felt her chest tighten as they got nearer and
nearer to the edge of the woods. The mountain and its withering terrain had
been good to them, for all of its solebiting trails and skeletal trees. She had
not felt this apprehension yesterday; she had been more concerned with the
prospect of not leaving sooner. Now though, with each inhale of burning air,
Jess’s stomach churned with an instinctual impulse for cover.
A nervous sweat broke out between their palms. Jess could hear
Danni stumbling behind her as she held onto her hand, pulling them
through the rest of the trail until they were on the main road. It wasn’t until
their feet hit the pavement that they stopped.
Jess exhaled, felt Danni’s hand in hers and relaxed. Maybe now they
could finally take their shoes off, milk out what little life they had left and
give their feet a break. Making to bend down, Jess saw it. Froze. Her whole

body stiffened as the shadow seeped beneath their sneakers and branched out
before them, massive and dangerously close. Jess sideglanced Danni. She
had not noticed her shaking arm, had not noticed the grip in her hand getting
tighter.
“Jess,” Danni whispered.
The hairs on the back of her neck quivered. She could feel it. She could
feel it right behind them. Black and hovering, shameless in its own
destruction. “Run, Danni. If I fall you keep on running, understand? Right
now, I just need you to run.”
The two detached, sprinted away from the smoke like wild deer. Jess
felt the burning in her chest, couldn’t tell if it was from the smell of dead
bodies or the suppressed coughing fit, but she kept at it, feeling the
adrenaline shoot through her blood.
It wasn’t long at all before she was ahead of Danni. Running became
increasingly more difficult, her reason for survival out of view. Jess could not
bear the thought of Danni being taken without her knowing, of escaping the
cloud only to turn around and see nothing but the smokeriddled air where
Danni used to be.
Behind her she heard crashing, like metal against pavement. Jess
couldn’t help it. She turned around.
The smoke that burned behind them was immense. It towered over
them like a tsunami, moving at the speed of dripping tar. To call it a cloud
now felt wrong. There was no imagining here, no placid daydreams of what it
could possibly be. Jess could hear the acidic sizzle of disintegration. She could
smell flesh on fire. It was like a hungry fester that only wanted more. More
houses, more bodies, more death.
In front of it all, Danni ran.
Jess turned back toward the road, resisted the urge to vomit and kept
going.
She didn’t know how long they’d been running when it happened, but
when she felt herself go down, she knew she wouldn’t be getting back up.
Jess had lagged behind. Danni was in front of her, running with weary
steps. She’d turn her head the way Jess had done however many minutes ago,
to make sure that she was still there, but Jess would always nod at her to
keep going, unable to form the words between huffs of incinerating air.
Jess kept running, distracting herself from the pain in her chest with
memories she would never be able to relive. The last time she saw Danni all
dressed up, ready for their night out. The last time they ate dinner together,
sitting at the table in their home. The last time they went dancing, the last
time they went drinking. Their last argument.
Jess lost her footing, felt her body hit the street with a dangerous

crack. She had put out her arms to break the fall, her palms scraping against
the pavement in protest, but her right knee had made contact with the road
before anything else could stop it. She went to stand back up and failed, a
choked roar escaping her lungs. The pain was incredible. Her knee must have
caught fire.
In front of her, Danni came to a full stop. She looked back at Jess with
wideeyed panic before making her way toward her. “No!” Jess screamed.
“Keep going!” Tears stung her eyes from the pain in her knee, from the
imminent threat behind her and from Danni moving toward it. Jess looked
over her shoulder at the approaching smoke. They had put a mile between
them and the destruction, but it was still moving just as fast. Even without
Danni having to support her weight, Jess didn’t know how they were
supposed to keep going, how they could sleep or even eat with so little
distance between themselves and death.
Jess looked back at Danni, who was getting closer and closer. “No!”
Jess threw her arms out, pushed at the air wildly for her to stop. Her tongue
unleashed a series of curses. They flung themselves at Danni, ashamed and
desperate, but each word missed their target by miles.
She was at her side shortly after, slinging Jess’s arm over her
shoulders, lifting her up by the waist. Jess had no choice but to lean on her,
the pain in her knee allowing her no other option. “Why didn’t you keep
running?”
Danni turned them away from the smoke, walked as fast as she could
in the opposite direction. “How could you possibly think,” she said, “that I’d do
anything other than come back?”
Jess stared before turning away, shaking her head and choking down
fear. Danni had always said she’d never learn. Clinging to her shoulder, Jess
closed her eyes. Like everything else, she supposed she was right.
“We need to stop.”
Jess was still hanging onto Danni, but as the smoke behind them
progressed, they were only slowing down.
“Stop where?”
“Here. Here is fine. We just need to sit and replenish. Five minutes
only, I promise. We’ll be faster for it.”
Danni set her down on the road before sitting down as well. Jess took a
minute for herself as Danni crossed her legs, took off her shoes and began
rubbing her feet. “We need to eat something really quick; we need to drink.”
Even as she said it, Jess struggled to form the words. Her mouth felt like old
parchment, brittle and cracked.
Jess watched as Danni slid the bag off her shoulders, as her expression
went from puzzled to horrified. “Danni?”

“It’s gone. The food. Our canned peaches, our black beans, our peanut
butter . . . It’s gone.”
Jess blinked. She couldn’t understand what she was hearing. “‘It’s
gone.’”
Danni nodded, her Adam’s apple bobbing as the scream inside her
swelled.
It took them several moments to piece it all together. The unexpected
appearance of the smoke, the wild takeoff, the sound of metal hitting
pavement as they ran. “I heard it,” Jess said. “I heard the food fall out. I just
didn’t realize what it was.”
Danni searched the bag for a broken seam, a hole in the stitching, only
to find that it was still intact. “I didn’t close it,” she said. “I zipped it, I just . .
. I didn’t zipper it all the way.”
Jess was still reeling when Danni turned away. Her vomit hit the
street with a splash, the realization of what she had done making her
physically ill. Jess reached over to hold back her hair, ignoring Danni’s
attempts to push her away. “You didn’t mean to,” Jess said. “I heard the food
fall. I made a mistake, too. It was an accident, Danni, an accident.” Jess
stroked her back, whispered reassurances, did her best to stop the puking.
They had lost all of their food, and Danni’s body was refusing to keep what
little was left of it.
When her stomach finally settled, Jess suggested she take a sip of
water. Danni reached into the backpack’s side pocket, where she withdrew a
plastic bottle. It was half empty. The two stared at one another, the message
becoming infinitely clear.
It was all they had left.
Night came. Sleep didn’t. The two kept walking, afraid of being taken
by the smoke. Jess was able to walk by herself, but her limp was slowing
them down. There was no running in her future, just painful strides, the
bones in her knee violently grinding together. She wished Danni would leave
her behind and go, as painful as it would undeniably be. She wouldn’t
though, and Jess was starting to wonder if it was even an option. Her joints
may have been fine, but Danni was beginning to fade. Her breaths were
shallow and harsh, her body a sliver with stems. “Danni.”
She jumped, as if startled out of trance. “Yeah?”
Jess tried not to tremble at the sound of her voice, the way it broke
through the center and cracked in all directions. “Don’t leave.”
It was a plea, one that Jess wasn’t used to making. Danni smiled. The
action caused her lips to crack. When the bottom one started bleeding, Danni
smiled harder. “So much pride, even now. How could I leave all that?”
Jess tried to laugh, but she accidentally cried.

*

*

*

“Let’s stop. We have to stop.”
It was morning. The smoke had gained speed, while Jess and Danni’s
pace had only slowed. “We can’t,” Danni said.
“Fifteen minutes. We can spare that.”
“I won’t wake up.”
The admission was like being held under water, ice cold and burning.
“You will wake up,” Jess said. “I promise you.”
“Jess . . .”
“I promise you.”
“Later,” Danni said. “Later.”
That night they made love in the dirt.
They had stopped by the side of the road, laid down their withering
bodies in the grass and undressed. Jess climbed on top, dipped her face into
the cradle of Danni’s neck. She kissed along the hollow of her collarbone,
ignoring the cold air and basking in what little body heat the two of them
had left. Jess tried to reduce some of her weight, afraid of breaking her
beneath the pressure, but Danni slipped her arms around her waist, pulled
Jess down closer so that their stomachs pressed together. “All of you,” she
said. “I want all of you. No holding back.”
Jess exhaled slowly, pulled up her good knee to rest softly between
Danni’s legs. The two lit up against one another, their fragile bodies swaying
against the night’s brutal air.
A gust of wind rose up, and with it the smell of death. Instinctively,
Jess turned to look at the smoke, but Danni cupped her cheek, turned her
face back toward her so that their eyes locked. “Look at me,” she said. “Just
me. Do you understand? Look at me, and don’t turn away.”
Jess nodded, bent her head down and kissed her. Hard. Their teeth
clanged hungrily. They bit each other’s lips and tasted blood. Jess could taste
salt water, too, though it was impossible to tell from whose tears.
When they finally broke for air, Danni was smiling. Jess leaned down
and kissed her again. It was the only thing that mattered.
No one was drawing circles on her skin. No one was tracing her
ribcage. It was the first thing Jess noticed when she woke up. “Danni?” Her
voice was tiny and shaken, because she already knew—she knew before she
called out her name.
Jess bent her head into the dirt, let loose the sobs she’d been holding
back for weeks, for months, for every time Danni looked miserable because of

her. For every time she looked happy.
The smoke. It was above them now, there and ready to incinerate. The
idea of turning around far surpassed frightening. It was not the smoke that
made her panic; it was not death. It was knowing that she’d have to face
Danni, Danni who was already gone.
But it was there, it was ready for them, and Jess would not let it take
Danni alone.
Jess turned around, wrapped herself around love, and waited.
She didn’t have to wait long.
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